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h i g h l i g h t s

• Time-statistical laws are explored to analyze the fluctuations in unsafe behavior during construction.
• The interevent time distributions of workers’ unsafe behavior exhibit fat-tailed distributions.
• Workers’ unsafe behavior has the characteristics of burstiness and memory.
• Frequent and widespread unsafe acts are found in different worker types and construction phases.
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a b s t r a c t

The construction industry is extremely high risk, and the unsafe behavior of workers is
thought to be a critical factor in that risk level. Considering the limitation that existing
studies merely analyze the relationship between unsafe behavior and the time factor, this
paper uses a case study to explore two aspects of the time-statistical laws of workers’
unsafe behavior: (i) the characteristics of interevent time distributions and (ii) association
rules for different worker types. First, workers’ unsafe acts at one metro construction
site are collected and classified. Second, interevent time distributions of workers’ unsafe
behavior from different types are analyzed via a human dynamics approach. Finally, a
rule mining database is built, from which association rules concerning unsafe behavior,
worker type and construction phase are determined using the Apriori algorithm. The
results indicate that the interevent time distributions are fat tailed and show that workers’
unsafe behavior has the characteristics of burstiness andmemory. Furthermore, the strong
rules ‘construction phase→ unsafe behavior’ exist for different worker types. The research
presented in this paper can facilitate a better understanding of workers’ unsafe behavioral
patterns and can accordingly be used to control frequent and widespread unsafe acts
among different types of workers in different construction phases.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

As one of the safety risks at construction sites, workers’ unsafe behavior often causes accidents and incidents that
can result in death and economic losses. After studying nearly 75,000 accidents, Heinrich found that 88% of all industrial
accidents were caused primarily by unsafe acts [1]. The statistical results obtained by Du Pont over the last ten years
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Table 1
Examples of unsafe acts in specific construction phases of the shield tunneling construction.

indicated that 96% of injuries were due to unsafe acts rather than unsafe conditions [2]. To understand the behavior patterns
of workers for accident prevention, many studies focused on exploring interrelationships between unsafe behavior and
various factors. In terms of the temporal aspect, insufficient data from construction sites hinder the process of analyzing
unsafe behavior [3]. Combined with advanced technologies, state-of-the-art studies have begun to explore how to acquire
real-time behavioral data from construction sites and control workers’ unsafe behavior using such data. For instance, Guo
et al. [4] developed a skeleton-based real-time identification method to recognize unsafe behaviors by simplifying dynamic
motions into static postures. Li et al. [5] used the Proactive Construction Management System (PCMS) to provide post-event
visualization analysis of unsafe behavior in training. Teizer and Cheng [6] designed a framework around real-time location
tracking technology to analyze the spatial–temporal conflicts between workers-on-foot and identified hazards. However,
data generated on site have not been fully mined to explore the relationship between unsafe behavior and the time factor.
Because of the unique construction industry characteristic of changing work locations, a stochastic process was used to
formulate workers’ individual behaviors [7]. The situation is different when workers’ behaviors are considered as different
types of group behaviors during construction. Zhou et al. [8] noted that the risk level on construction projects rises and falls
continuously during the whole construction, but failed to discuss the fluctuations of unsafe behavior over time.

Indeed, some types of unsafe behavior change dynamically with construction phases due to fluid and intensive con-
struction work. Table 1 lists several possible unsafe acts that occur in specific construction phases of the shield tunneling
construction. They have previously been identified through expert experience, leading to subject biases and inaccurate
results. Fluctuations in common unsafe acts, such as workers failing to wear helmets, may also occur during construction.
Time inhomogeneity in unsafe behavior needs to be verified by time-statistical laws. Time-statistical laws address behavior
analysis, and two aspects are examined in this study: (i) the characteristics of interevent time distribution and (ii) association
rules for different worker types. The laws reflect the fluctuations in unsafe behavior in the construction process. Once
these laws are identified, temporal distributions of unsafe behavior will be revealed to better understand workers’ negative
behavioral patterns in the construction industry. In addition, critical unsafe acts among different worker types in different
phases of construction can be clearly determined for further control on site. It is of great theoretical and practical significance
for safety management and accident prevention.

Our understanding of human behavior has improvedwith the development of complexity science. In recent years, studies
on human dynamics have attracted increased attention [9,10]. Considering that certain behaviors do not occur randomly
over time and space, the law changes from a Poisson distribution to a power-law distribution [11]. Some data-driven
methods, including complex networks, cluster analysis and association rule are used to further explore the detailed statistic
characteristics reflected in such a distribution. Among these methods, the association rule reflects mutual dependency and
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